
Precision cushion molding

Reinforced dual-layer corners

Camera & flash opening

All kathy ireland CONNECT  
eclipse phone cases & accessories 
are available in these coordinated 

colors on MobileLifeShop.com

PoPPy

deeP 
Plum

moss

amethyst
smoke

blue  
jade

215 1454 KI2

Eclipse, iPhone 4/4S

$19.99

141 0563 KI2

USB Car 
Charger

$6.99

190 0868 KI2

Earbuds w/Mic

$8.99

131 0277 KI2 

USB Wall Charger

$10.99

131 0286 KI2 

iPhone, iPad, 
iPod Cable

$10.99

141 0569 KI2

Dual Port USB 
Car Charger

$12.99

215 1448 KI2

Slim Stylus

$5.99

131 0271 KI2

Dual Port Wall 
Charger

$15.99

Apple 
iPhone 4S

shown in Poppy
A.

A.

B.

B.

D.

C.

C. D.

E.

E.

F.

F.

G.

H.

H.G.
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All kathy ireland CONNECT  
eclipse phone cases & 

accessories are available in 
these coordinated colors on

MobileLifeShop.com

PoPPy

deeP 
Plum

moss

amethyst
smoke

blue  
jade

215 1456 KI2

Eclipse, iPhone 5

$19.99

141 0559 KI2 

USB Car 
Charger

$6.99

190 0864 KI2 

Earbuds w/Mic

$8.99

131 0273 KI2 

USB Wall Charger

$10.99

131 0882 KI2 

Lightning Cable

$16.99

141 0565 KI2

Dual Port USB 
Car Charger

$12.99

215 1444 KI2 

Slim Stylus

$5.99

131 0267 KI2

Dual Port Wall 
Charger

$15.99

Apple 
iPhone 5
shown in Blue Jade

A.

A.

B.

B.

D.

C.

C. D.

E.

E.

F.

F.

G.

H.

H.G.



Samsung Galaxy S3
shown in Moss

All kathy ireland CONNECT  
eclipse phone cases & 

accessories are available in 
these coordinated colors

PoPPy

deeP 
Plum

moss

amethyst
smoke

blue  
jade

215 1463 KI2

Eclipse, Galaxy S3

$19.99

141 0560 KI2

USB Car 
Charger

$6.99

190 0865 KI2 

Earbuds w/Mic

$8.99

131 0274 KI2 

USB Wall Charger

$10.99

131 0293 KI2 

Micro-USB 
Cable

$10.99

141 0566 KI2

Dual Port USB 
Car Charger

$12.99

215 1445 KI2 

Slim Stylus

$5.99

131 0268 KI2

Dual Port Wall 
Charger

$15.99

A. B. C. D.

E. F. H.G.

A.
B.

D.

C.

E.

F.

G.

H.
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Samsung Galaxy S4
shown in Amethyst Smoke

All kathy ireland CONNECT  
eclipse phone cases & 

accessories are available in 
these coordinated colors

PoPPy

deeP 
Plum

moss

amethyst
smoke

blue  
jade

215 1471 KI2

Eclipse, Galaxy S4

$19.99

141 0562 KI2 

USB Car 
Charger

$6.99

190 0867 KI2 

Earbuds w/Mic

$8.99

131 0276 KI2 

USB Wall Charger

$10.99

131 0295 KI2 

Micro-USB Cable

$10.99

141 0568 KI2

Dual Port USB 
Car Charger

$12.99

215 1447 KI2 

Slim Stylus

$5.99

131 0270 KI2

Dual Port Wall 
Charger

$15.99

A.

A.

B.

B.

C.

C.

D.

D.

E.

E.

F.

F.

H.

H.

G.

G.



All kathy ireland CONNECT  
travel kits are available in 

these coordinated colors on 
MobileLifeShop.com

PoPPy

deeP 
Plum

moss

amethyst
smoke

blue  
jade

Mobile Travel Kit

700 0207 

kathy ireland Mobile Kit, 
iPhone, iPad, iPod Cable

$34.99

700 0208 

kathy ireland Mobile Kit, 
Lightning

$39.99

700 0216

kathy ireland Mobile Kit, 
Micro-USB

$34.99

Includes: 
Travel bag, Wall Charger,  

Car Charger, Stylus, Earphones  
and Charge & Sync Cable

6-PIECE  
mobile travel kit

Full selection online
Select kits by color and the type of charging cable that fits your phone

For iPhone 5 and newer devices For iPhone 4S and older devices For Android and other devices

More choices at 

MobileLifeShop.com
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Full color  selection at MobileLifeShop.com

250 1831 

Cordito, black

$39.99

250 1837 

Cord Taco Supreme, tan

$29.99

250 1839 

Leatherback 
Writer 2, black

$74.99

250 1838 

Cord Taco Supreme, whiskey

$29.99

250 1833 

Cordito, whiskey

$39.99

250 1840 

Leatherback Writer 2, 
whiskey

$74.99

Premium leather wraps your cords in style
The Cord Taco will help you clean up all of those wires in your bag, pocket, car or wherever they are.  Made from genuine leather, a durable Cord Taco perfectly 
holds a charge cable or an earphone set, then seals shut with a snap. Each Cord Taco kit includes three large and two regular matching Cord Tacos.

Vintage style & richly finished leather keep your cords together
Slide your earbuds, a couple of chargers, and two charging cables into this durable wrap and roll it up. Your Cordito is now ready for 
travel in your bag or backpack. Crafted from genuine leather, the Cordito is ruggedly designed to join you on all your adventures.

High-Quality Leather phone wallet keeps everything in one place
What’s more important, your wallet or your phone? No need to answer that: combine them with the Leatherback Writer 2 phone wallet from This Is Ground. 
Manufactured by hand in Los Angeles, the Leatherback Writer 2 is the perfect place to keep all your favorite things. It fits an iPhone-sized device, some cards, a 
pencil and a notebook (like the Moleskine), all in genuine leather that closes with a snap.

250 1836 

Cord Taco Supreme, black

$29.99

More notebooks at MobileLifeShop.com

141 0054 

Moleskine, Plain

$12.95



215 1489 

2,400mAh GearPower

$29.95

215 1490 

7,000mAh GearPower

$59.95

215 0384 

11,000mAh GearPower

$79.95

GearPower keeps your phone alive
The GearPower battery packs offer up to 11,000 mAh of extra phone power, more than 7X the battery 
capacity of a typical smartphone. Use one to keep talking, capturing video or using apps long after your 
phone’s battery has drained. 

The slim design of the GearPower packs allow you to slip them into your backpack or purse, so you will 
always have more power when you need it. They’re easy to use, too. Just plug in your charging cable to the 
USB port, like you would on your computer, and carry on the conversation.

2,400 mAh 1 USB power port
great for smartphones

7,000 mAh 2 USB power ports
great for smartphones and smaller tablets

11,000 mAh 2 USB power ports
Even more power for smartphones & small tablets

UNDERSTANDING

BATTERY 
NEEDS

1,440 mAh
BATTERY

11,560 mAh
BATTERY

2,600 mAh
BATTERY

OR...
How much capacity 
do I need for a charge?

To get a full charge, use a 
back up battery with your 

device’s capacity or higher

iPhone 

5

iPad 4G with 
Retina display 

Samsung
Galaxy 

S4

Multiple recharges and three charging ports
The ENERGI 10K provides days of power, capable of fully recharging most phones four times. With three output ports and a combined maximum current of 4.2 
amps, you can use it to recharge multiple tablets, phones and audio players simultaneously.

215 1026

ENERGI 10k Power Pack

$99.99

3 USB 
Power 
Ports

10,000 mAh

RAPID

CHARGING
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131 1007 

Kii for iPhone, iPad, iPod

$19.95

iPhone 
charger 
on your 
keychain
Designed to charge your iPhone or 
iPad from your Mac laptop (or any 
laptop that has a flat bottom and 
horizontal USB ports), the Kii is a 
charge connector that can fit on your 
key chain to be with you wherever 
you go. Just release the cap and 
plug it in! It’s the shortest charge 
cord because it has no cord.

Slide-On Case adds hours of   
operation to your phone
Weighing only 3.2 ounces, and adding only 3/8” of thickness, the ENERGI Power Case is a sleek protective case with a 
built-in backup battery. It can add up to 9 hours of additional talk time to your phone. The two included slim-line cases 
ensure a perfect fit with the Power Case and makes it easy to separate your phone from the battery case at any time.

131 1008 

Kii for Lightning

$39.95

215 3601

ENERGI iPhone 5/5S 
Power Case

$99.99

215 3604

ENERGI Galaxy S4 
Power Case

$79.99

Full color  

selection at 

MobileLifeShop.com



The multi-touch input surface of the iPad is fantastic, but it can’t capture pen 
pressure like a graphics tablet can. Now artists can experience a true pressure-
sensitive touchscreen stylus with the Bluetooth-enabled Pogo Connect. By wirelessly 
transmitting its tip’s current pressure level, it tells the iPad how much pressure you’re 
exerting to an amazingly exact degree. Use it with dozens of compatible apps to 
draw, paint, create... or even use your iPad as the perfect note-taking digital pad!

An artistic touch
Combining a natural, ergonomic grip, the best in 
tip technology, and a balanced unibody aluminum 
handle, the Sketch Pro is a super-sensitive touchscreen 
stylus, effective at every angle. Machined from a single 
piece of purified aluminum, the Sketch Pro weighs 
exactly right for an artist’s tool. A patent-pending tip 
technology involving patterned structures within the 
tip itself allows incredible sensitivity.

A clean touch
These simple, colorful 
styluses are designed to 
activate touchscreens like 
your finger, minus the 
fingerprints on your screen.

Write & draw on your iPad intuitively with Pogo Connect

Slim-nibbed stylus is more precise
Ready for a touchscreen stylus that writes, draws and scribbles just like a real pen? With a 2.4mm nib, the Pinpoint Stylus is four times thinner than most rubber 
styluses and unbelievably more accurate. It creates an electromagnetic field in the stylus tip that mimics the touch of a human finger. Write notes, sketch doodles, 
sign documents, edit photos and much more with a precise stylus you can use with any tablet and any app.

215 1016 

Pogo Sketch Pro 
Stylus

$22.99

215 1028

Pinpoint Precision Stylus

$49.95

215 1435 GG2

Slim Stylus

$5.99

133 0169 

Pogo Connect Smart Stylus

$79.99

Full color  

selection at 

MobileLifeShop.com

See compatible 

model list  at 

MobileLifeShop.com
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The Nomad Play is beautifully handcrafted from maple and 
individually engraved with a playful graphic. The soft rubber ferrule 
will never scratch the screen, and the bristles are durable. These 
brush styluses are compact and easy to hold, perfect for kids or any 
artist.

Studio refinement with Nomad Compose

Nomad Play sparks digital creativity

Plein air portability with 
the Nomad Mini 2
Designed for tablets and smartphones, the Nomad 
Mini 2 features a soft retractable brush tip on one 
end along with a highly responsive rubber tip on 
the other. At five inches long, it’s a portable and 
elegant implement for digital artists, perfectly 
balanced in your hand. The rubber tip can be 
unscrewed and replaced.

With the optional case, you can protect your 
Nomad brush when you travel.

215 1128 

Nomad Paintbrush Stylus, fireball

$17.50
215 1132 

Nomad Paintbrush Stylus, astro

$17.50
215 1134 

Nomad Paintbrush Stylus, ivy

$17.50

215 1124 

Nomad, long tip

$33.95
215 1126

Nomad, short tip

$33.95

215 0386 

Nomad Mini 2 Stylus

$35.00

215 0389

Nomad Brush Case

$5.00

Create tablet art with authentic paintbrush styluses

Transform your tablet into a digital canvas with the 
Nomad Compose, available with either long brush 
tip or short brush tip. Precision made of aluminum 
with a mix of natural & synthetic brush fibers, these 
brush styluses deliver the inspiring brush feel of 
traditional art. The unique dual-tipped design 
of the Nomad Compose ensures that you can 
quickly access the preferred tip for creating on your 
touchscreen devices.



Full color  

selection at 

MobileLifeShop.com

Charge & sync cables
These fun, high-quality charge & sync cables will keep your devices charging 
smoothly and keep you looking good. 

Chargers for home and the car

131 0778 GG2

USB Wall Charger, 1A

$10.99

131 0795 GG2

Dual Port Wall 
Charger, 2.4A

$15.99
141 0546 GG2

12V USB Car Charger, 1A

$5.99

141 0555 GG2

Dual Port Car Charger, 3.1A

$10.99

131 1599 GG2

Lightning Cable

$15.99

131 1624 GG2

iPhone, iPad, 
iPod cable

$8.99

131 1634 GG2

Mini/Micro-USB 
Cable

$8.99

For iPhone 5 & 
newer devices

For iPhone 4S & 
older devices

For Android & 
other devices

Get your mobile devices 
going with GoGo Tech! These 
charging adapters make it 
possible to get power to your 
phone or tablet wherever you 
are: at home, in the office, on 
the road... even on a boat! The 
car chargers accept either 12 or 
24 volts and put out either 1 or 
3.1 amps of current, while the 
AC adapters accept between 
100V to 240V AC and output up 
2.4 amps of DC power. 

Full color  

selection at 

MobileLifeShop.com
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Travel light with Wally
The Wally Case elegantly combines your wallet and iPhone case. It’s a snap-on hardshell case with a twist... 
it secretly holds your must-have items right on the back of your phone. Just pull the ribbon to magically 
reveal the contents of the leather pocket.

Real handmade cherry wood cases

250 1827

Wally Case iPhone 5S

$49.99

215 1517

CLIC Wooden iPhone 5/5S Case

$49.99

The NATIVE UNION design lab has created the 
CLIC Wooden, a handcrafted iPhone 5/5S case 
engineered with a combination of artistry and 
precision. Breaking away from conventional design, 
the CLIC Wooden case combines natural materials 
with an accent of color. Each case is handmade 
from solid cherry wood, providing a unique wood 
grain and giving every case individual flair.

Full color  

selection at 

MobileLifeShop.com

Full color  

selection at 

MobileLifeShop.com



Your iPad mini looks even better wrapped in leather

Protect your iPad mini with a stylish folio cover
Designed with a multi-layer front jacket, complete with a subtle embossed accent, the Dash Folio protects your iPad mini from scratches and dings. Inside, a full-
frame enclosure holds your iPad mini securely in place. The Dash Folio also offers multiple viewing positions and includes small magnets in the cover that work 
with the iPad mini’s sleep/wake feature.

215 1504 

Gridline Clavin

$75.00

215 1518

Dash Folio for iPad mini

$34.99

Designed to fit an iPad mini, jr legal size notepad, 
or miscellaneous items, this Clavin envelope is 
the perfect professionally cool carrier. Grab this 
unique limited edition 100% leather envelope. 
Made in Los Angeles, California.

Full color  

selection at 

MobileLifeShop.com

Full color  

selection at 

MobileLifeShop.com
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Key chain fobs hide an Android charging secret

Avoid extinction with a hand-crafted DODOcase

131 2004

Power Link Tassel, Micro-USB

$49.99

131 2001

Power Link Knot, Micro-USB

$39.99

215 3610

DODO Solid iPad 2/3/4 Case

$74.95

Never leave home without your charging cable... 
attach the Power Link Knot or Tassel to your key 
chain and now you have one less thing to worry 
about. Held shut with magnetic closures, the tiny 
genuine leather pouch is just big enough to hide 
the ends of your charging cable. It’s not a long 
cable, but it’s perfectly ready to get the power 
flowing to your Micro-USB connected phone.

Bound by hand like a book and fitting a strength-tested bamboo tray, the DODOcase is an outstanding 
protection system for your iPad that looks and feels even better. Made in San Francisco using traditional 
bookbinding techniques, the DODOcase is wrapped in fabric and includes an elastic strap closure. Give your 
tablet the timeless look of a traditionally bound book while providing the ultimate security and protection.

Full color  

selection at 

MobileLifeShop.com

Scan this image
with the Mobile Life insight app to learn more 
about how DODOCase preserves time-tested 
book binding techniques to make their cases

Full color  

selection at 

MobileLifeShop.com 

iPad Air models 

too!
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Customer Number Discount Code

PRSRT STD
U.S. Postage

PAID
Mobile Life

11321 White Rock Road
Rancho Cordova, CA 95742
MobileLifeShop.com
888-880-0855

To order, call (888) 880 ‑0855 or visit MobileLifeShop.com

CURRENT RESIDENT OR 

let’s get social
Mobile Life sources paper that comes from sustainably managed forests that have 
been certified to credible standards and audited by an independent third party, 
PEFC. For more information on sustainable forest standards go to www.pefc.org. 

M1414 W1, Spring 2014
Prices & offers valid through 5/15/2014

Whenever you see the ML 
icon in this book, use the app’s 
built-in scanner to instantly 
unlock special content. You’ll 
find behind-the-scenes 
articles, how-to videos, photo 
galleries, reader-submitted 
content, and more.

AVAILABLE FREE FROM

Create instant 
analog photos 
from your iPhone

Learn more about the 
Impossible Lab on page 4

Scan this photo 
with the Mobile Life insight app to 

learn more about Impossible Labs
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